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Modelling of dual-cycle strategy for container storage and vehicle scheduling problems at automated container terminals

Abstract
This study proposes a new approach to determine the dispatching rules of AGVs and container storage locations, considering both unloading and loading processes simultaneously. We formulate this problem as a mixed integer programming model, aiming to minimise the ship's berth time. Optimal solutions can be obtained in small sizes, however, large-sized problems are hard to solve optimally in a reasonable time. Therefore, a heuristic method, i.e. genetic algorithm is designed to solve the problem in large sizes. A series of numerical experiments are carried out to evaluate the effectiveness of the integration approach and algorithm.
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1 Introduction

Introduced about half a century ago, containers are large steel boxes of standard dimensions designed for easy and fast handling of cargos. Containers are eight feet wide, and come in three standard lengths - 20 feet, 40 feet or 45 feet. They have a height of either 8.5 feet or 9.5 feet. A 20-foot container carries up to about 28 tonnes of cargo with a volume up to 1000 cubic feet (Christiansen et al., 2007). Before the introduction of containerisation, cargo was transported piece by piece, which made the transportation of goods very expensive and inefficient. One of the most significant benefits resulting from the introduction of containers is the resulting decrease in the potential risk of damage to goods, and the reduction in the need for re-packing between different transportation modes. Today, over 60% of the world’s deep-sea general cargo is transported in containers; on some routes, particularly those between economically strong and stable countries, containerisation is up to 100% (Steenken et al., 2004)

With the development of material handling and information technology, a number of terminals, such as Europe Combined Terminal (ECT) in Rotterdam, the Container Terminal Altenwerder (CTA) in Hamburg, the Thames Port in the UK, the Pasir Panjang Terminal (PPT) in Singapore, the Patrick Container Terminal in Brisbane and the Pusan Eastern Container Terminal, have started to employ automated container-handling equipment so as to satisfy the customers’ growing demands and lower the labour costs (Luo, 2013). Among quite a few types of automated vehicles, automated guided vehicles (AGVs) are the most representative (Bae et al., 2011). AGVs are robotics that are able to drive on a road-type network which incorporates electric wires or transponders in the ground to control the position of the AGVs. The recent development of automated container terminals has led to an increasing interest in studying the scheduling problems in such terminals. This is because the automated container terminal represents the on-going trend of the traditional terminal, in which all or some of the container-handling equipment is automated. Since, in the case of automation, there is a lack of physical human input, efficient scheduling and coordination of different resources (handling equipment, yard locations, etc.) are crucial to improve the overall performance of the automated container terminal.

In a typical automated container terminal, there are three main container handling equipment involved: quay cranes (QCs), automated guided vehicles (AGVs) and yard cranes (YCs). QCs are engaged for unloading/loading containers from/onto the ship at the quayside; AGVs are built with advanced technology to transport containers between the quayside and
the storage yard on the pre-defined paths; the storage yard is for temporarily storing of containers before they are further transferred by trucks/trains. During the unloading process, a QC discharges a container onto an AGV, which will deliver the container to the storage yard; then a YC collects the container from the AGV and stack it in the assigned slot. The loading process is the reverse of unloading process. Figure 1 shows the handling processes in container terminals. In this work, we consider the unloading and loading operations simultaneously, which is called the dual-cycle strategy.

Figure 1: unloading and loading processes in an automated container terminal

Most of the existing literature considers the scheduling of one single type of equipment and the storage allocation problem of containers separately (Kim & Bae, 2004; Ng & Mak, 2005; Nishimura et al., 2005; Ng et al., 2007). However, vehicle scheduling and container storage are two highly interrelated decision problems faced by container terminals. AGV plays a role of interface between quayside and storage yard to coordinate the operations of QCs and YCs. On the other hand, container storage locations determine the YCs’ handling sequences and routes in the yard. Therefore, this study concerns with the integration of AGV scheduling and container storage problems, in order to achieve the optimal performance of an automated container terminal.
The main contribution of this study is to provide an integrated modelling approach for AGV, YC scheduling problem and container storage allocation in the dual-cycle strategy, which considers the unloading and loading operations at the same time. We have also provided a novel designed solution method to solve the problem in practical sizes.

The paper is organized as follows. After introduction, section 2 gives a brief review of the related literature. Section 3 precisely describes the integrated problem considered in this study and develops a mathematical formulation of it. We design a novel genetic algorithm particularly for this integrated problem in section 4. Section 5 discusses several numerical experiments to evaluate the performance of the integration approach and the efficiency of GS. Section 5 concludes this study and suggests some extensions of this work.

2 Literature review

Researches related to container terminal operations are receiving more and more attentions due to the increasing importance of marine transportation system. Comprehensive classifications and reviews were provided by Steenken et al. (2004) and Stahlbock and Voß (2008), and most recently by Carlo et al. (2013). Here we provide a brief review of existing studies related to AGV scheduling and container storage problems in container terminals.

From the perspective of the scheduling problem in automated container terminals, most studies have focused on the AGV dispatching methods. Here, dispatching can be defined as the assignment of AGVs to deliver containers. For instance, Chen et al. (1998) suggested a greedy algorithm for AGVs’ scheduling problem with the assumption that all the AGVs are assigned to one single quay crane. Grunow et al. (2004) carried out a study on multi-load AGVs’ (the AGVs which could carry more than one container at a time) dispatching problem in a seaport container terminal. An alternative approach for scheduling AGVs was performed by Kim and Bae (2004), who proposed a mixed integer programming (MIP) model aiming to minimise both the total travel time of AGVs and the delay in the completion time of QCs. Briskorn et al. (2007) presented an alternative formulation of the AGV assignment problem. This formulation was based on a rough analogy to inventory management and is solved using an exact algorithm. Angeloudis and Bell (2010) studied an assignment algorithm for AGVs under uncertain conditions, which is suitable for real-time control of AGVs. The developed algorithm was applied to a simulated port environment where it was found to outperform the well-known heuristics. More recently, Kim et al. (2013) proposed a multi-criteria dispatching strategy for efficiently operating AGVS. The objectives include the minimisation of the QCs’
delay in order to achieve the optimal productivity of the terminal, and the minimisation of AGVs’ empty travel in order to reduce $CO_2$ emissions.

There are other studies that are concerned with AGVs, but not specific to container terminals. For example, Bilge and Ulusoy (1995) exploited the interactions between the operations of machines and the scheduling of a material-handling system in a flexible manufacturing system, where material transfer between machines is performed by a number of AGVs. Van der Heijden et al. (2002) used several rules and algorithms for scheduling AGVs in an underground cargo transportation system in order to reduce cargo waiting times. Lim et al. (2003) introduced another AGV dispatching method by using the bidding concept, which means the decisions were made through the communication between related vehicles and automated machines.

Storage space is a critical resource in container terminals and container storage allocation problem, which determines container storage space and locations, has been extensively studied. Kim and Kim (1999) studied how to allocate storage space for import containers by analysing cases when the arrival rate of containers is constant, cyclic and dynamic. For each arriving vessel, spaces have been allocated to minimise the expected total number of rehandles. Kozan and Preston (1999) considered an optimisation problem of container transfer schedules and storage policies. Genetic algorithm (GA) technique has been used to reduce container handling times and ships’ berth time. Factors that influence container terminal’s efficiency were analysed at a container terminal with different types of handling equipment, storage capacities and alternative layouts. Preston and Kozan (2001) modelled the seaport system with the objective of determining the optimal storage strategy for various container-handling schedules such that the setup times and transport time become minimal. Chen et al. (2003) developed genetic algorithm for the general yard allocation problem (GYAP) aiming to minimise the yard space used. Zhang et al. (2003) made the first attempt to formulate storage space allocation problem (SSAP) using a rolling-horizon approach. For each planning horizon, the problem was decomposed into two levels: the first level determines the total number of containers associated with each block in the yard; the second level determines the number of containers associated with each vessel. Murty et al. (2005) proposed to incorporate dynamic load attributes into space allocation decisions. Bazzazi et al. (2009) further extended the work of Zhang et al. (2003) by considering refer and empty containers, and developed a genetic algorithm (GA) to solve this problem. Nishimura et al. (2009) addressed the storage arrangement of transhipment containers on a container yard. An
optimisation model was developed to investigate the flow of containers transfers using intermediate storage at the yard.

The dual-cycle operations have not been explicitly considered in previous studies. Goodchild and Daganzo (2006) presented a method to evaluate the reductions in the number of QC operations and operating time using dual-cycle technique. The research demonstrated that this technique can create significant improvement in the terminal’s productivity. Zhang and Kim (2009) extended this work to the sequencing problem for both stacks and hatches. The problem was reformulated by a mixed integer programming model, and solved by a hybrid heuristic approach. Another work considering both unloading and loading processes was on the vehicle dispatching problem in container transshipment hubs (Lee et al., 2010), which aimed to minimise the makespan at the quayside.

To the best of our knowledge, no work has studied the integrate problem of AGV scheduling and storage allocation problem in the dual-cycle operations. However, there are some efforts on integrating yard truck (one type of vehicle) scheduling and storage problem in conventional container terminals. For example, Bish et al. (2001) was the first to combine these two problems into a whole. They assumed that for each container, there are a number of potential yard locations assigned to it. A fleet of trucks transferred containers between the ship and yard. A heuristic approach was developed by decomposing the integrated problem into two steps, where location assignments were determined in step one and vehicle schedules were determined in step two. Two extensions were done by Bish (2003) and Bish et al. (2005) successively, however, the integrated problem was still solved separately without considering the interactions between the two sub-problems. Han et al. (2008) provided another way of integrating yard truck and storage allocation problems in transhipment hubs, which aimed to minimise the traffic congestions caused by yard trucks. Lee et al. (2008) proposed an integrated model for yard truck scheduling and storage allocation during container unloading process in order to minimise the makespan of unloading operations. The two problems were treated into a whole. The problem was modelled as an MIP model and solved by a GA and dedicated heuristic algorithm. Lee et al. (2009) proposed a novel approach for that integrates these two problems considering both unloading and loading operations. The objective was to minimise the weighted sum of penalty of total delay and the cost of total travel time.

The integration problems that have been studied in the literature are either the integration of vehicle scheduling and yard crane scheduling, or the integration of vehicle scheduling and container storage. None of the previous studies addressed integrating these three problems together. As a result, the decisions made might be sub-optimal, and the improvement of
efficiency for a container terminal may not be as significant as an integrated scheduling approach, as we do in this work. In addition, there are very few studies on the dual-cycle strategy, which considers the unloading and loading operations of containers at the same time. Therefore, from theoretic point of view, this work provides a modelling technique for a broader integration (comparing with the studies in the literature) with considering vehicle scheduling, yard crane scheduling and container terminal allocation problems all together in dual-cycle strategy. Since all these problems are correlated with each other, this is also very important to practice.

3 Problem description and formulation

It is an accepted convention that the most important objective of day-to-day container terminal operations is the minimisation of a ship’s berth time. In this section, we consider a terminal using QCs, YCs and AGVs for handling containers. During the loading process, a container picked up by a YC is put onto an AGV that delivers the container to the quayside. At the quayside, a QC picks up the container from the AGV and locates it in its designated location on the ship. The unloading process performs in the reverse order of the loading process. Figure 2 shows a typical layout of an automated container terminal. Here the dual-cycle operation means that unloading and loading operations are considered simultaneously; it is not necessary that there are both unloading and loading operations taking place in the same cycle.

![Figure 2: The layout of an automated container terminal](image)

In practice, there are a number of ships berthed along the quayside at any one time, and each ship is served by a set of QCs. A few hours before the arrival of the ship, the terminal receives detailed information about the containers to be discharged from and loaded onto this
ship. This information allows the terminal operators to generate the QC schedule which specifies the handling sequence of containers by each QC and the estimated serving time of each container. Thus, at any time point in the operations, the QC operator has the information on which container to work on next, i.e. the handling sequence of each QC is known. The time required to handle each container is assumed to be deterministic (Bish et al., 2001), and because each container has a specific location on the ship, we assume that the QC’s handling times are different among containers (include both import and export containers) according to their ship locations. Because import containers have already been placed on the ship, their ship locations are known. For export containers considered in this problem, we assume their ship locations have been allocated before loading operation starts, which is a common assumption. Table 1 shows an example of the QC’s sequence list and handling times. The handle time for a loading container means the time interval from picking it up from an AGV to locating it onto the ship; and the handle time for an unloading container means the time interval from picking it up from the ship to locating it onto an AGV. The first task for QC 1 is a loading container (L), i.e. export container, which will take 153 seconds of handling time by QC 1 to locate it to its ship location - bay 05 row 04 tier 04; the second task of QC 1 is also a loading operation, and it takes 125 seconds of handling time to load the container to the location of bay 04 row 06 tier 02 on the ship.

Table 1: An example of a QC’s sequence list (L-loading; D-discharging)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task list</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Ship location</th>
<th>Handle time (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QC 1</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>05-04-04</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>04-06-02</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>07-03-03</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QC 2</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>04-05-03</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>06-02-02</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>09-05-02</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The location of a container in the storage block determines the time that the YC needs to handle it. Hence, container storage locations are very important to decide the YC schedule and thus have a great impact on the terminal’s overall performance due to the high
operational cost of YCs. We assume there are some potential slots for accommodating the incoming containers (import containers), and the number of these slots is always greater than the number of import containers. This indicates that the storage yard always has the ability to locate the import containers. For export containers, when the loading operations begin, all the export containers must have been located in the yard; therefore the locations of export containers are usually known. Moreover, the YC’s travelling time between any two locations (slots) in the yard are known, which can be easily calculated according to the location of containers and the yard layout; for example, the YC’s travelling times between blocks are determined by the layout (distance) of the blocks.

After describing the QC and YC operations, we now look at the AGV transportation phase. In this study, all the handling equipment - QCs, YCs and AGVs - can carry only one container at a time. We assume every AGV can serve any QC, i.e. pooling strategy is applied for AGV dispatching. The traffic congestion is not considered here because the study of traffic control requires a more sophisticated engineering mechanism and thus is beyond the scope of our study. In the dual-cycle operations, there are four transportation conditions for any two consecutive containers delivered by the same AGV:

- **Condition 1**: the AGV transfers an import container after another import container.
- **Condition 2**: the AGV delivers an import container after an export container.
- **Condition 3**: the AGV transports an export container after another export container.
- **Condition 4**: the AGV moves an export container after an import container.

Generally, import containers and export containers are not mixed within the same block. We do not consider transhipment containers in our work. Specifically, export containers are usually placed near the quayside, where they can easily be loaded onto the ship. Import containers are usually stored near the gatehouse, close to rail/road exchange area, where they can be quickly picked up by trucks/trains. Therefore, here we assume each YC can work for only one type of containers, i.e. either export containers or import containers, to reduce the unproductive moves between the blocks for import containers and the blocks for export containers. In this case, for YC’s movements, there are only two conditions that need to be considered for any two consecutive containers handled by the same YC, i.e. a YC moves an import container after another import container and a YC moves an export container after another export container.

Summarising the descriptions above, this study considers a novel integrated optimisation problem in the dual-cycle mode in which, given the QC’s sequence lists and handling times for each container, AGV’s schedules and the assignment of yard locations to import
containers then can be determined. In the meanwhile, YC’s schedules can also be established.

The following assumptions are made throughout this study:

1. The container handling sequences of the QCs are known, which means that containers must be handled by the order exactly appeared in the QC’s handling sequence list. Container locations on the ship are known and thus the handling time of each container by the QCs is known.

2. Number of containers, number of AGVs, QCs and YCs are all known.

3. AGVs, QCs and YCs can only carry one container at a time.

4. Travelling times of AGVs/YCs between any two processing locations are known. For example, the AGV’s travelling time between each block to each QC, and the YC’s travelling time between any two yard locations are known.

5. Traffic congestion of AGVs on the path is not considered here.

6. The storage yard has the ability to accommodate all the incoming containers.

7. The time needs for picking up/dropping off containers from/onto AGVs by QCs and YCs are negligible.

8. Interferences among QCs and YCs are not considered.

9. Import and export containers are not mixed within one block and each YC can travel among blocks either for import containers or export containers.

Now we introduce the notations related to the integrated problem. Each unloading/loading container action is referred to as a job.

**Sets and parameters**

- $D$: set of import containers (jobs)
- $L$: set of export containers (jobs)
- $N$: set of all the containers i.e. $N = D \cup L$
- $P$: set of yard locations
- $B$: set of blocks
- $K$: set of QCs
- $V$: set of AGVs
- $C$: set of YCs
$k, l$ index for QC

$b, a$ index for blocks

$(i, k), (j, l)$ index for containers (jobs), job $(i, k)$ means the $i$th container handled by QC $k$

$N_k$ the total number of containers handled by QC $k$

$v$ Total number of AGVs

c Total number of YCs

$(n, b)$ index for yard locations, $n \in N^+$ positive integer, location $(n, b)$ is slot $n$ in block $b$

$h_{(i,k)}$ QC’s handling time of container $(i, k)$

$w_{(i,k)}$ YC’s handling time for export container $(i, k)$ from the location of container $(i, k)$ to the transfer point in front of the block that container $(i, k)$ is placed. This is known because yard locations of export containers are known.

$\tau_{(i,k)}$ AGV’s travelling time for each export container $(i, k)$ from its located block to its assigned QC $k$

$t_k^b$ AGV’s travelling time between QC $k$ and block $b$

$\pi_{(k,l)}$ AGV’s travelling time from QC $k$ to QC $l$

$\nu_{(a,b)}$ YC’s travelling time between block $a$ and block $b$

$\nu_{1(j,l)}^{(i,k)}$ YC’s travelling time from the transfer point of the block which stores export container $(i, k)$ to the yard location of export container $(j, l)$

$\varphi_{(n,b)}$ YC’s travelling time from the transfer point in front of block $b$ to the location $(n, b)$

$\rho_k^b$ AGV’s travelling time from the transfer point of the block that an export container $(i, k)$ locates to transfer point of block $b$
M a very large number

\( (S, I) \) dummy starting job

\( (F, I) \) dummy ending job

\( O_S \) The job set which contains all the jobs including the dummy starting job,

\[
O_S = N \cup (S, I)
\]

\( O_F \) The job set which contains all the jobs including the dummy ending job,

\[
O_F = N \cup (F, I)
\]

\( O \) The job set which contains all the jobs including dummy starting and ending jobs,

\[
O = \{ (S, I), (F, I) \} \cup N
\]

**Decision variables**

\( u_{(i,k)} \) the time QC \( k \) starts handling container \((i, k)\): for import container, it represents the time a QC picks it up from the ship; for export container, it means the time a QC picks it up from an AGV

\( d_{(i,k)} \) the time a YC starts handling container \((i, k)\): for import container, it represents the time a YC picks it up from an AGV at the transfer point in front of the block; for export container, it means the time a YC picks up this container from its yard location

Note that we assume each QC’s handling sequence is known, i.e. it is fixed in advance that which QC needs to handle which container. Now we introduce another four decision variables for AGV delivery sequences, import container yard location assignment and YC handling sequences:

\[
x_{(i,k)}^{(j,l)} =
\begin{cases}
1, & \text{if an AGV, which is scheduled to deliver container } (j, l), \text{ has just delivered container } (i, k) \\
0, & \text{otherwise, } \forall (i, k) \in O_S, \forall (j, l) \in O_F
\end{cases}
\]
\[ z^{(n,b)}_{(i,k)} = \begin{cases} 1, \text{if import container (i, k) will be stored in location (n, b)} \\
0, \text{otherwise, } \forall (i, k) \in D, \forall (n, b) \in P \end{cases} \]

We introduce the following intermediate variable \[ y^b_{(i,k)} \], where
\[
\sum_{n \in N^+} z^{(n,b)}_{(i,k)} = y^b_{(i,k)}, \forall (i, k) \in D, \forall b \in B
\]

\[ y^b_{(i,k)} = \begin{cases} 1, \text{if container (i, k) will be located in block b} \\
0, \text{otherwise, } \forall (i, k) \in D, \forall b \in B \end{cases} \]

\[ \sigma_{(i,k)}^{(j,l)} = \begin{cases} 1, \text{if a YC, which is scheduled to handle container (j, l), has just handled container (i, k)} \\
0, \text{otherwise, } \forall (i, k) \in D \cup (S, I), \forall (j, l) \in D \cup (F, I) \text{ or } \forall (i, k) \in L \cup (S, I), \forall (j, l) \in L \cup (F, I) \end{cases} \]

**Objective:** Minimise the berth time of the ship

\[ \text{Min: } \max_k (u_{(N_k,k)} + h_{(N_k,k)}) \]

**Constraints:**

1. \[ \sum_{(j,l) \in O_F} x_{(i,k)}^{(j,l)} = 1, \forall (i, k) \in N \] (1)

2. \[ \sum_{(i,k) \in O_S} x_{(i,k)}^{(j,l)} = 1, \forall (j, l) \in N \] (2)

3. \[ \sum_{(j,l) \in N} x_{(S,I)}^{(j,l)} = v \] (3)

4. \[ \sum_{(i,k) \in N} x_{(F,I)}^{(i,k)} = v \] (4)

5. \[ \sum_{b \in B} y^b_{(i,k)} = 1, \forall (i, k) \in D \] (5)
\[ \sum_{(n, b) \in P} z_{(i, k)}^{(n, b)} = 1, \forall (i, k) \in D \quad (6) \]

\[ \sum_{(i, k) \in D} z_{(i, k)}^{(n, b)} \leq 1, \forall (n, b) \in P \quad (7) \]

\[ \sum_{n \in \mathbb{N}^+} z_{(i, k)}^{(n, b)} = y_{(i, k)}^b, \forall (i, k) \in D, \forall b \in B \quad (8) \]

\[ \sum_{(j, l) \in D \cup (F, l) \text{ or } LU(F, l)} \sigma_{(i, k)}^{(j, l)} = 1, \forall (i, k) \in D \text{ or } L \quad (9) \]

\[ \sum_{(i, k) \in D \cup (S, l) \text{ or } LU(S, l)} \sigma_{(i, k)}^{(j, l)} = 1, \forall (j, l) \in D \text{ or } L \quad (10) \]

\[ \sum_{(j, l) \in \text{Dor} L} \sigma_{(j, l)}^{(j, l)} = c \quad (11) \]

\[ \sum_{(i, k) \in \text{Dor} L} \sigma_{(i, k)}^{(F, l)} = c \quad (12) \]

\[ u_{(i, k)} + h_{(i, k)} + \sum_{b \in B} t_b^p y_{(i, k)}^p \leq d_{(i, k)}, \forall (i, k) \in D \]

\[ d_{(i, k)} + w_{(i, k)} + \tau_{(i, k)} \leq u_{(i, k)}, \forall (i, k) \in L \quad (14) \]

\[ d_{(i, k)} + \sum_{(n, b) \in P} \varphi_{(n, b)} z_{(i, k)}^{(n, b)} + \sum_{a, b} v_{(a, b)} y_{(i, k)}^b * y_{(j, l)}^a \leq d_{(j, l)} + M * \left(1 - \sigma_{(i, k)}^{(j, l)}\right), \forall (i, k), (j, l) \in D \quad (15) \]

\[ d_{(i, k)} + w_{(i, k)} + v_{1}^{(j, l)}_{(i, k)} \leq d_{(j, l)} + M * \left(1 - \sigma_{(i, k)}^{(j, l)}\right), \forall (i, k), (j, l) \in L \quad (16) \]

\[ u_{(i+1, k)} - u_{(i, k)} \geq h_{(i, k)}, \forall (i + 1, k), (i, k) \in N, i = 1, 2, ..., N_k - 1 \quad (17) \]

\[ d_{(i, k)} + \sum_{b \in B} t_b^p y_{(i, k)}^p \leq u_{(j, l)} + h_{(j, l)} + M * \left(1 - x_{(i, k)}^{(j, l)}\right), \forall (i, k), (j, l) \in D \quad (18) \]

\[ u_{(i, k)} + \pi_{(k, l)} + \tau_{(j, l)} \leq d_{(j, l)} + w_{(j, l)} + M * \left(1 - x_{(i, k)}^{(j, l)}\right), \forall (i, k), (j, l) \in L \quad (19) \]

\[ u_{(i, k)} + \pi_{(k, l)} \leq u_{(j, l)} + h_{(j, l)} + M * \left(1 - x_{(i, k)}^{(j, l)}\right), \forall (i, k) \in L, (j, l) \in D \quad (20) \]
\begin{equation}
d_{(i,k)} + \sum_{b \in B} \rho^b_{(i,j)} y^b_{(i,k)} \leq d_{(j,l)} + w_{(j,l)} + M \cdot \left(1 - x^{(j,l)}_{(i,k)}\right), \forall (i,k) \in D, (j,l) \in L
\end{equation}

(21)

\begin{equation}
x^{(j,l)}_{(i,k)}, y^b_{(i,k)}, z^{(n,b)}_{(i,k)}, \sigma^{(j,l)}_{(i,k)} \in \{0,1\}, \forall (i,k),(j,l) \in O, \forall (n,b) \in P, \forall b \in B
\end{equation}

(22)

\begin{equation}
u_{(i,k)}, d_{(i,k)} \geq 0, \forall (i,k) \in N, i = 1,2, ..., N_k, \forall k \in K
\end{equation}

(23)

The objective is to minimise the ship’s berth time for unloading and loading a set of containers. Constraint (1) implies that for every container \((i,k) \in N\), there is one container \((j,l) \in O_F\) delivered after it by the same AGV.

Constraint (2) represents that for every container \((j,l) \in N\), there is one container \((i,k) \in O_S\) delivered before it by the same AGV.

Constraints (3) and (4) guarantee that the number of AGVs employed for delivering these containers is exactly \(v\).

Constraint (5) guarantees that each import container \((i,k) \in D\) will be assigned to one block \(b\) after the unloading process.

Constraint (6) ensures that each import container \((i,k) \in D\) will be located into one of the available slots in the yard.

Constraint (7) represents that each available slot \((n, b)\) in the yard can locate, at most, one container.

Constraint (8) means that if a container is assigned to a block \(b\), it can only be assigned to one available slot \((n, b)\) within that block \(b\). This constraint gives the relationship between two decision variables \(y^b_{(i,k)}\) and \(z^{(n,b)}_{(i,k)}\).

Constraint (9) implies that for every container \((i,k) \in D\) or \(L\), there is one container \((j,l) \in D \cup (F, I)\) or \(L \cup (F, I)\) handled after it by the same YC.

Constraint (10) represents that for every container \((j,l) \in D\) or \(L\), there is one container \((i,k) \in D \cup (S, I)\) or \(L \cup (S, I)\) handled before it by the same YC.
Constraints (11) and (12) guarantee that the number of YCs employed to handle containers in the storage yard is exactly $c$.

Constraint (13) means that for each import container $(i, k)$, the time between a YC picking it up from an AGV and a QC picking it up from the ship must be at least a certain QC’s handling time $h_{(i,k)}$ plus the AGV’s travelling time between QC $k$ and the assigned block $b$ for container $(i, k)$.

Constraint (14) means that for each export container $(i, k)$, the time between a QC picking it up from an AGV and a YC picking it up from its yard location must be at least a certain YC’s handling time $w_{(i,k)}$ plus AGV’s travelling time $\tau_{(i,k)}$ between the yard and QC.

Constraints (15) and (16) are the time constraints for two successive containers handled by the same YC in the two handling conditions - import-import and export-export, because YCs can only handle one type of container, either import or export container.

Specifically, constraint (15) means that if import container $(j, l)$ is handled immediately after import container $(i, k)$ by the same YC, then the time between this YC picking up container $(j, l)$ and picking up container $(i, k)$ must be set at least by the handling time to move container $(i, k)$ to its assigned location $(n, b)$ plus the YC’s travelling time between the assigned blocks of the two containers.

Constraint (16) means that if export container $(j, l)$ is handled immediately after export container $(i, k)$ by the same YC, then the time between this YC picking up container $(j, l)$ and picking up container $(i, k)$ must be set at least by a certain YC’s handling time and travelling time.

Constraint (17) states that all the containers are handled according to the QC schedule and the time interval between handling any two successive containers $(i, k)$ and $(i + 1, k)$ must be at least the time this QC takes to handle container $(i, k)$.

Constraints (18)-(21) are the time constraints for two successive containers delivered by the same AGV in the four transportation conditions: import-import, export-export, export-import and import-export.
Specifically, constraint (18) implies that if both container \((i, k)\) and container \((j, l)\) are import containers, then the time between picking up container \((j, l)\) from the QC \(l\) and transferring container \((i, k)\) to a YC must be at least the AGV’s travelling time from the assigned block \(b\) of container \((i, k)\) to QC \(l\).

Constraint (19) means that if both container \((i, k)\) and container \((j, l)\) are export containers, then the time between delivering container \((i, k)\) to QC \(k\) and picking up container \((j, l)\) from a YC must be at least the AGV’s travelling time between QC \(k\) and QC \(l\) plus the AGV’s travelling time from quayside to yard-side for picking up container \((j, l)\).

Constraint (20) represents that if container \((i, k)\) is an export container and container \((j, l)\) is an import container, then the time between picking up container \((j, l)\) from QC \(l\) and transferring container \((i, k)\) to QC \(k\) must be at least the AGV’s travelling time between QC \(k\) and QC \(l\).

Constraint (21) indicates that if container \((i, k)\) is an import container and container \((j, l)\) is an export container, then the time between picking up container \((j, l)\) from the yard and transferring container \((i, k)\) to a YC must be at least the AGV’s travelling time between the blocks which locate container \((i, k)\) and container \((j, l)\).

Constraints (22) and (23) are binary and non-negative constraints.

By introducing the dummy starting and ending jobs, the AGVS and YCs can be formulated by the above constraint (3), (4), (11) and (12) without causing the problem of symmetric solutions. Hence, such a MIP formulation is very compact. Because the proposed model is NP-hard, which is difficult to solve for large sizes, we propose the following genetic algorithm to solve the large-sized problems.

4 Genetic algorithm for the proposed problem

Genetic algorithms (GAs) have been used extensively in solving sequencing and scheduling problems. GA is a well-known heuristic approach inspired by the natural evolution of the living organisms that works on a population of the solutions simultaneously. It was first proposed by Goldberg (1989). It combines the concept of survival of the fittest with structured, yet randomised, information exchange to undertake robust exploration and exploitation of the solution space. The GA we proposed here consists of the following steps.
**Chromosome representation and initialisation:** By considering the main decision variables \( x_{(i,k)}^{(j,l)} \), \( y_{(i,k)}^b \), \( z_{(i,k)}^{(n,b)} \) and \( \sigma_{(i,k)}^{(j,l)} \), we use a matrix structure to represent the solution of the proposed problem. Here we differentiate between the chromosomes for import containers and those for export containers because the decision variables are not the same for these two types of container:

- For import containers, the decisions indicate the handling sequences of AGVs, YCs and assigned yard locations associated with each import container. More specifically, we have a matrix \( \Psi I \) with three columns, which represent the AGV delivery sequences, YC handling sequences and yard location assignments.
- For export containers, since the locations of export containers are known, the chromosome representation demonstrates two main decision variables: the handling sequences of containers for AGVs and YCs. We have a matrix \( \Psi 2 \) with two columns.

Figure 3 shows an example of the chromosome representation for the example of 10 containers. Three AGVs can carry both import and export containers. There are four YCs working in the storage yard, with YC 1 and YC 2 handling import containers, and YC 3 and YC 4 handling export containers. Since there are five import containers, we select five available locations and assign them to store these containers (see column 3 of matrix \( \Psi I \)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Import Containers</th>
<th>Dispatched AGV</th>
<th>Assigned YC</th>
<th>Assigned Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Container</td>
<td>( (1, 1) )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( (3, 1) )</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( (5, 1) )</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( (2, 2) )</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( (4, 2) )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) The chromosome representation for import containers-the matrix \( \Psi I \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Export Containers</th>
<th>Dispatched AGV</th>
<th>Assigned YC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Container</td>
<td>( (2, 1) )</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Let us denote $|D|$ as the total number of import containers, $v$ as the total number of AGVs and $c$ as the total number of YCs, in which YCs from 1 to $|C_1|$ ($|C_1| < c$) are used for handling import containers and YCs from $|C_1| + 1$ to $c$ are used for handling export containers. The initial population is constructed by the following steps:

1. Comparing travelling times from each QC to each available yard location, including the time AGV travels from QC to block and the YC moves from the transfer point of the block to the assigned location for import containers. We choose the locations with shortest distances for all the import containers, which satisfies constraint (7). Then we assign numbered labels from 1 to $|D|$ for all selected locations.

2. Randomly assign these locations to each import container and each location can only be assigned to one container (column 3 of matrix $\Psi_1$) to satisfy constraints (5) and (6).

3. Randomly choose an AGV from 1 to $v$ (constraints (3) and (4)), i.e. assign one AGV to deliver a container (column 1 of matrix $\Psi_1$ and matrix $\Psi_2$) so that constraints (1) and (2) are met. This applies to both import and export containers.

4. Randomly choose a YC from 1 to $|C_1|$, i.e. assign one YC to handle an import container (column 2 of matrix $\Psi_1$) and also choose a YC from $|C_1| + 1$ to $c$ (constraints (11) and (12)) to handle an export container (column 2 of matrix $\Psi_2$), so that constraints (9) and (10) are met.

5. Chromosomes are generated respectively by steps (1)-(4) until the population size $Pop$ reaches a given number (e.g. 100) to ensure a large search space to start with.

6. Evaluate all the matrices $\Psi_1$ and $\Psi_2$ in the initial population by calculating the values of $u_{(i,k)}$ according to constraints (13)-(23). The objective function value is obtained by $\text{Max}(u_{(N_k,k)} + h_{(N_k,k)})$.

**Parents selection strategy:** We use ‘roulette wheel’ sampling for this problem. The fitness of each solution is obtained by calculating its objective function value (OFV). Here, as
the objective is to minimise the berth time, it is preferable that the individuals with smaller OFVs are chosen as parents for the next generation.

**Genetic operators design:** we use two-point crossover for the AGV and YC assignment parts of chromosomes and use uniform order-based crossover for the location assignment part of the chromosomes. Two-point crossover is an extended version of single-point crossover in which two selected parents are recombined by two randomly chosen points. This crossover applies to import and export container chromosomes (columns 1 and 2 of matrix $\Psi_1$ and the matrix $\Psi_2$). Uniform order-based crossover is an extended version of classical uniform crossover in which, after recombination, conflict genes are deleted and missing genes are replaced to prevent generating infeasible solutions, as shown in figure 4. This crossover works for column 3 of import container chromosome matrix $\Psi_1$. Again, swap mutation is applied to exploit neighbour solutions, in which the two randomly selected genes are exchanged. The mutation operator works separately for the chromosomes of import containers and export containers.

![Crossover Illustration](image)

**Figure 4:** An illustration of uniform order-based crossover for an example of 10 locations

Each operator is performed with a certain probability that is known in advance by GA parameter settings. The crossover rate $P_c$ and mutation rate $P_m$ determine the performance of GA; therefore, proper value settings are needed in order to ensure the convergence of GA to
the global optimal neighbourhood in a reasonable time. The population size is kept unchanged during the crossover and mutation operations.

**Offspring acceptance strategy**: We use a semi-greedy strategy to accept the offspring created by the GA operators. In this strategy, an offspring is accepted as the new generation only if its OFV is less than the average of the OFVs of its parent(s). This approach enables GA to reduce the computation time and results in a fast convergence toward an optimal solution.

**Stopping criterion**: In order to balance the searching computation time as well as evolving an approximate optimal solution, we use two criteria as stopping rules: (1) the maximum number of evolving generations $M_g$ allowed for GA, and (2) the standard deviation of the fitness values of chromosomes ($\sigma_T$) in the current generation $T$ is below a small value.

5 Computational results
For small-sized problems, results obtained by the Branch and Bound (B&B) algorithm and GA are compared in terms of OFV and computation time. Small-sized problems are solved by commercial software AIMMS 3.11, which uses CPLEX 11.2 solver with B&B as the solution method. Due to the exponential increase in the computation time by the B&B algorithm as the problem size is getting larger, it is infeasible to try to solve the problem by the B&B algorithm to get exact solution. Therefore, GA is adopted for solving large-sized problems by providing approximately optimal solutions within a reasonable time. GA is implemented in MATLAB 7.11. All the experiments are performed on a computer with Intel® Core™ i3 CPU M370@2.40GHz and 4GB RAM under the Windows 7 operating system. For each problem, we run it by GA for 20 times using the same parameter settings and the means of objective function values and computation times are reported to justify the effectiveness and reliability of the proposed approach.

**Parameters settings**

1. The number of containers varies from 5 to 200, where 5-25 are considered as small-sized problems and 25-200 are considered as large-sized problems in this experiment. We also consider the number of AGVs varies from 2 to 10, the number of YCs varies from 2 to 7 and the number of QCs varies from 2 to 3.
2. The uniform distribution was assumed for all the operation times. The processing times of each QC on these containers follows uniform distribution $U(30, 180)$s, and the handling times of each YC from each container’s available location to the transfer
point of the block in which this container locates follows uniform distribution \( U(40, 160) \).

(3) GA parameters take the following settings based on preliminary tests: Crossover rate \( P_c : 0.8 \); Mutation rate \( P_m : 0.01 \); Population size \( Pop : 100 \); and Maximum generations \( M_g : 60 \).

**Results for small-sized problems**

Table 2: Results of computational experiments in small sizes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Containers</th>
<th>AGVs/QCs/YCs</th>
<th>B&amp;B (MIP)</th>
<th>GA</th>
<th>OFV Rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Computation time (s)</td>
<td>OFV (s)</td>
<td>Computation time (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2/2/2</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2/2/2</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2/2/2</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2/2/2</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>1.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2/2/2</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>608</td>
<td>2.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3/2/2</td>
<td>79.54</td>
<td>966</td>
<td>2.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4/2/3</td>
<td>169.82</td>
<td>926</td>
<td>4.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3/2/2</td>
<td>187.01</td>
<td>2029</td>
<td>6.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3/2/2</td>
<td>1108.60</td>
<td>2563</td>
<td>9.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5/2/3</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>12.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ten random instances in small sizes are examined in this section. The problem parameters and GA parameters are set as above. Table 2 shows the comparison of results between B&B and GA. As shown in Table 2, the computation time of AIMMS 3.11 grows exponentially as the problem size increases, in which the proposed problem is known as NP-hard. For the problem with over 20 containers, AIMMS took over three hours without providing a solution. Moreover, it is found that the proposed GA can obtain the optimal/near-optimal solutions in
all the small-sized cases in reasonable computation times. Compared with the B&B results from AIMMS 3.11, the average of the relative OFV gap rate is 1.24%, which is a promising outcome. In terms of the computation times, GA outperforms B&B to give solutions at a faster speed. It demonstrates that our proposed GA is able to obtain the near optimal solution fast.

Results for large-sized problems

Table 3: Results of computational experiments in large sizes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Containers</th>
<th>AGVs/QCs/ YCs</th>
<th>Computation time (s)</th>
<th>OFV (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3/2/3</td>
<td>14.53</td>
<td>4867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4/2/3</td>
<td>8.01</td>
<td>4228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5/2/3</td>
<td>15.90</td>
<td>4123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4/2/2</td>
<td>42.26</td>
<td>6372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4/2/3</td>
<td>20.97</td>
<td>5206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4/2/4</td>
<td>46.43</td>
<td>3169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4/2/4</td>
<td>60.23</td>
<td>4341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4/3/4</td>
<td>70.97</td>
<td>3884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>5/3/4</td>
<td>111.36</td>
<td>3382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4/2/3</td>
<td>187.61</td>
<td>6487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>5/2/3</td>
<td>245.88</td>
<td>5862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>6/2/3</td>
<td>143.81</td>
<td>5128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>6/2/3</td>
<td>127.44</td>
<td>6400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>5/3/4</td>
<td>223.05</td>
<td>7589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>5/3/5</td>
<td>418.58</td>
<td>5024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>6/3/5</td>
<td>211.33</td>
<td>4782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>6/3/5</td>
<td>285.35</td>
<td>7119</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 shows the average computation times and OFVs in large-sized instances. Firstly, we examine the effect of the total number of containers on the optimal berth time and computation time. A general tendency is that the optimal berth time is increasing with the increasing number of containers.

Secondly, it is also noted that the decrease in the optimal berth time with respect to the number of QCs (such as case 17 and case 18) is more obvious than in other cases with different numbers of AGVS (such as case 12 and case 13) and YCs (such as case 24 and case 25), which means that the optimal berth time is affected most significantly by the number of QCs in container terminals. However, in reality, there are usually two to three QCs serving a medium-sized ship. This is because, when assigning more QCs to work for the ship, these QCs may have to operate together in a narrow berth space which may cause conflict. Also, the effect of the number of YCs is more significant on the optimal berth time than the effect of the number of AGVs. However, the number of cranes and vehicles must take reasonable values to avoid traffic congestions and conflicts. Thirdly, there is no apparent relationship between the problem size and the computation time for particular problems. However, generally, the computation time increases with the problem size when the number of containers increases.
Generally, these experiments indicate that the proposed GA is reliable in solving problems in different sizes and can be used in the real-life context to find the best combination of equipment for handling a set of containers.

From Figure 5, we observe that our proposed GA reached convergence quickly before 60 generations where the OFV gives the best value for an instance of 80 containers, five AGVs, three QCs and five YCs.

![Figure 5: The typical convergence process of GA in a single run with the case of 80 containers, five AGVs, three QCs and five YCs](image)

**GA parameter sweep experiments**

GA searches with different parameter settings are investigated for a particular case in order to select an effective parameter setting combination for this problem. Here, we consider the instance of 60 containers, six AGVs, two QCs and four YCs. GA parameter settings take the following values:

- Crossover rate $P_C = \{0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9\}$;
- Mutation rate $P_M = \{0.01, 0.02, 0.1, 0.2\}$;
- Population size $Pop = \{30, 50, 100, 150\}$;
- $M_g = 50$.

Figures 6-8 show the performance comparisons among different parameter settings. Figure 6 shows the convergence curves on different crossover rates for this particular case with mutation rate of 0.01 and population size of 100. The results in figure 6 show that the OFVs with the best solutions after 25 generations are close to each other with the crossover rates of 0.8 and 0.9, but the curve with crossover rate of 0.9 terminates earlier; figure 6 shows the convergence curves on different mutation rates for this particular case with crossover rate of 0.8.
0.9 and population size of 100. The results in figure 7 show that the curve with mutation rate of 0.01 converges to a smaller OFV; figure 8 shows the convergence curves on different population sizes for this particular case with crossover rate of 0.9 and mutation rate of 0.01. The results in figure 8 show that the OFVs with best solutions are close to each other after 20 generations with population size of 100 and 150, but the curve with population size of 100 terminates earlier. Therefore, according to these convergence curves, the crossover rate = 0.9, mutation rate = 0.01, and population size = 100 is the best set for this typical problem. These figures also show that for all the experiments, OFVs are not improved after 45 generations due to the fast convergence of our proposed GA. So, the maximum generations of 50 will be sufficient to acquire the near-optimal solutions. Besides, in figures 6 and 7, the OFVs of the best convergence solutions are close to each other with different settings of crossover rates and mutation rates; however, in figure 8, the OFVs of the best convergence solutions vary with different population sizes, and the curve with larger population size gives a smaller OFV. This further proves that the scope of the initial search space is important to the performance of the GA.

Figure 6: Performance comparison of different crossover rates for an example under the Pop = 100 and \( P_m = 0.01 \)
Figure 7: Performance comparison of different mutation rates for an example under the $Pop = 100$ and $P_c = 0.9$

Figure 8: Performance comparison of different population sizes for an example under the $P_c = 0.9$ and $P_m = 0.01$

Lastly, we apply our proposed GA to the problem with 60 containers, six AGVs, two QCs and four YCs with the above optimal GA parameter settings, and the algorithm was run 10 times. The results are illustrated following the pattern shown by the box plot in figure 9. Each box represents the OFVs of the 10 runs in one generation. The central mark is the median of the OFVs, the edges of the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles and the whiskers are the most extreme data points. We can find that from the same starting point, each of the experiments improves the initial solution gradually, i.e. our proposed GA performs a stable manner in all the experiments; the deviation of OFVs in each generation is becoming stable during the evolving progress, and all the OFVs converge to a small neighbourhood of optimal solution at about 32 generations.
6 Conclusions

The efficiency of container terminals depends extensively on the effectiveness of allocation of the terminal resources (vehicles/cranes/locations). In this respect, we considered the integrated vehicle scheduling and container storage problems in automated container terminals when both unloading and loading processes take place simultaneously. From the container-handling point of view, the automated container terminal has its own specific characteristic, i.e. automated vehicles/equipment, which aims to reduce the cost of labour and thus requires more advanced planning of this complex environment. The motivation for this study comes from the fact that vehicle/crane scheduling and container storage allocation problems are linked, a factor which is not considered in previous studies. The objective is to increase the productivity of automated container terminals by reducing the berth time of ships.

The technique used is to formulate this integrated problem as mixed-integer programming (MIP) model. The model can easily be solved using available optimisation software AIMMS 3.11 in small-sized problems. However, the computation time increases exponentially as the problem size gets larger. Therefore, to solve the complicated NP-hard problem, we suggested an evolutionary heuristics, GA, for the proposed model.

Sufficient computational experiments are carried out to test the performance of the models and the proposed solution methods. By solving the model, detailed schedules of AGVs and YCs as well as the container yard storage locations (for import containers) are determined. It has also been shown that compared with the B&B algorithm embedded in AIMMS 3.11, our proposed GA for the model performs in a stable manner in solving the problem of different
sizes. The average gap between B&B and GA in terms of the objective function values for small-sized problems is very small.

The contributions of the paper to the literature are: from an academic standpoint, this study is among the first in the field to investigate this integrated problem, and to provide the heuristic methods and suggest solutions. From a practical standpoint, this model incorporates the real-life operational issues, such as how to dispatch vehicles/cranes, where to locate containers, and the findings will benefit terminal managers in their day-to-day operations.

However, as the sizes of containerships are continuously increasing and the capacity of containerships will by implication also increase, more efficient operational research techniques and decision-making algorithms are needed for solving problems in real-time situations. Developing a mathematical formulation (MIP model) for the integrated problem considering both vehicle/crane scheduling and storage is one of the contributions of this paper, since the MIP model can provide a sound base for developing exact algorithms and other heuristic approaches for further research. Specifically, adapting other efficient heuristic algorithms to the problem and comparing the performances with the GAs proposed here are a needed direction of future research, to see if these techniques are able to achieve better results more efficiently than GA and thus improve the solutions to dispatch AGVs and cranes, and assign container locations. In addition, more practical considerations may be included. For example, precedence relationships because of the physical locations among tasks on the ship can be added in the model, and stochastic factors on the container information may also influence the implementation of the dual-cycle strategy.
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